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Project Summary 2013 

Renaming the project 

Due to the official renaming of Caprivi to Zambezi Region it was fitting to also rename the project. Finding 

the ideal name took some time. As the words Zambezi and Kavango are already so much in use I settled on 

the Kwando Carnivore Project.  Most of my  field and conservation activities are in Bwabwata National Park 

and Mudumu and Nkasa Rupara and the adjacent conservancies (the Mudumu Complexes) lying on either 

bank of the amazing Kwando River. The new logo, depicting a spotted hyaena, was kindly designed by 

Simone Micheletti from Nkasa Lupala Lodge.  

Wildlife monitoring by camera trap 

Over the years camera traps were deployed mainly at baiting and den sites to monitor spotted hyaenas.  

This has enabled me to identify the clan structure, identity and even relatedness of clan members.  Many 

of the known dens were abandoned during early 2013, and new den sites were established, the locality of 

which is unknown to me.  In 2013 I started setting up cameras at elephant carcasses to continue 

monitoring spotted hyaenas. We found that they tend to visit these carcasses regularly over a long period 

of time. We were able to get very good information on group structure and relatedness, particularly for the 

lesser known Mukwanyati Clan.  This clan lives in the Kwando Core Area in Bwabwata National Park, north 

of the tar road.  Their home range traverses the Angolan border, with my earlier radio-tracking studies 

revealing that they spend at about half of their time in Angola.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Mukwanyati Clan scavenging on an elephant carcass. I was able to identify at least two adult females, two large 

cubs and two adult males.  Two cubs, both in this photograph, were unfortunately subsequently killed by trucks, 

which is the major source of hyaena mortality that I have identified in the Zambezi Region. The GPS collar visible in 

this photo was kindly removed by Ortwin Aschenborn soon after this photo was taken as the battery life had expired. 

In 2013 I also increased my use of camera traps at artificial waterholes, and found them to be routinely 

used by hyaenas, wild dogs and leopards.  Over a period of six weeks, I identified a number of new 
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individuals, as well as relatedness and even the hierarchical rank, of the Lwazaze clan.  This clan inhabits 

the state forest east of the Kwandu Conservancy, and their home range extends into Sioma Ngwezi 

National Park, in Zambia. Camera traps set on the border between the two countries confirmed these 

movements.  

 

Although the adult female hyaena from the Lwazaze Clan on the left has only three legs, she appears to be coping 

well. She is of high rank as the sub-adult male hyaena in the picture on the right is subservient to one of her two 

young cubs. 

Camera trapping at waterholes helps to monitor less common species like African wild dogs. Last year we 

were able to identify three different packs of wild dogs in the Mudumu Complexes as well as sex the 

individuals of the Njalingombe pack. 

 

Lwazaze Pack (left) and the Njalingombe Pack (right) were identified as two separate groups through their different 

coat pattern markings. The Njalingombe Pack was made up of one female and two males. 

Mark/recapture  

Camera trapping has become a valuable tool in wildlife research and conservation with various techniques 

contributing to our knowledge and understanding of large carnivore densities, home range sizes and 

abundance.  As camera trapping is non-invasive and relatively straight forward to carry out in the field, this 
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method is ideal for long-term monitoring of the large carnivores in the Zambezi Region.  In addition, this 

method can be carried out by the Community Game Guards that have been undertaking wildlife 

monitoring within the conservancies for many years.  With a grant from the Prince Bernhard Nature Fund, 

cameras from Panthera, and rechargeable batteries funded by the Predator Conservation Trust UK, the 

first preliminary systematic camera trapping has taken place in the Zambezi Region. This survey, covering 

and area of 300 km2, was largely conducted to train the Community Game Guards and iron out the 

method. In 2014 a comprehensive survey of the entire Mudumu Complex will be conducted. Community 

Game Guards and staff from the Ministry of Environment and Tourism will be included in all aspects of 

camera trapping and will have access to all the raw data.  

 

The camera trapping team from Kwandu Conservancy photographed while out in the field on a training exercise.  

Community Game Guards were trained in the handling of cameras, camera trapping methodology as well as field 

work on setting up camera trapping stations. 

 

During the trial survey, which lasted two weeks, leopard, wild dog and spotted hyaenas were photographed.  This 

wild dog was also regularly photographed at Lwazaze waterhole. Due to their wide ranging habits wild dogs are not 

deal species for mark-recapture surveys, but combined with waterhole monitoring and photographs from tourist 

sightings it should be possible to monitor most wild dogs in the Zambezi Region. 
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During the trial survey three different hyaenas were photographed all using the Namibia/Zambia border cutline.  The 

unfortunate hyaena on the left has a copper wire snare around his neck.  Spotted hyaenas are particularly vulnerable 

to snaring as seen by the three legged hyaena photographed at the Lwazaze waterhole. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A camera trapping test run carried out over 300 km2 over a period of two weeks resulted in a decision to establish 

camera trapping stations every four kilometres with two cameras at each station slightly offset from each other.  We 

are now surveying an area of 3000 km2, which covers the entire Mudumu North and South Complexes. Aside from the 

large carnivores, twenty different mammal species were identified using this woodland , which highlights its extreme 

importance as a conservation area. 
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What species are large carnivores eating in the Zambezi Region? 

For many years my colleagues and I have been collecting scat of all species of large carnivore as a means of 

monitoring their choice of prey.  Before the prey remains found in the scat were properly analysed I 

suspected that spotted hyaenas were choosing mostly impalas and kudus as these are the most common 

medium-sized antelope in the area.  Hyaena scat is easily identified as it is bright white and often found in 

latrines, where communal defecation and territory marking take place.  Lion scat can be found along the 

main tracks in parks and at sites where kills have been made.  Leopard and wild dog scats are periodically 

collected at waterholes and along tracks. With a grant from the Namibian Environment and Wildlife Society 

I had the opportunity to get some of our scat samples analysed using the hair cross section method.   

To process the scat, they are washed and the hairs are isolated.  Each hair is viewed under a microscope.  

The microstructure of hair is unique to each species allowing prey species to be identified by comparing 

the microstructure to a database from a number of sources. From one hundred and sixteen spotted 

hyaena scat samples we received the most surprising and unexpected results! Common reedbuck was the 

primary prey in just over half the samples.  Other species identified include buffalo, impala, tssessebe, 

bushbuck, lechwe, sable antelope, birds and even tortoise.  Reedbuck were also the primary prey in a 

much smaller sample of lion, leopard and wild dog scat. We will develop a scat analysis database and build 

on this knowledge over time.  Thank you so much to Lisa Lerm for her hard work in analysing the prey 

remains, Donovan Jooste for processing the scat samples, Steve Bellan for sharing his database on hair 

microstructure, and Dave Ward for tirelessly collecting scat. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Common reedbuck were present in over half of spotted hyaena scat that was analysed. As expected for a large 

carnivore spotted hyaena’s prey in a wide range of medium- to large-sized ungulates, but the high proportions of 

both reedbuck and buffalo in their scat was nevertheless surprising. This highlights the importance of the Kwando 

floodplain and the omaramba’s as key hunting areas for spotted hyaenas. 
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Despite concerns over tssessebe being preyed upon by hyaenas, they appear to be flourishing in the Kwando Core 

Area. Large numbers of calveswere seen in November among the herds grazing on the short grasses near the 

floodplains at the beginning of the wet season. 

Human-Wildlife Conflict 

Lion numbers in the Zambezi Region are slowly recovering particularly in Bwabwata National Park where 

they fortunately seldom come into contact with farmers.  The Horse-Shoe Pride, which moves up and 

down the Kwando River between Namibia, Angola and Botswana is currently comprise at least eight lions, 

(three adult females, three male cubs and two adult males). Another adult male has also been seen in the 

area up along the Angolan border. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The adult males from the Horse-Shoe Pride (left) and a third adult male (right) seen up along the Angolan border. 

Photos courtesy of Dawid (Mazambala Lodge) 

Unfortunately the situation in the east Zambezi Region is not quite as straight forward, where high levels of 

human-lion conflict are being experienced with up to twelve lions having been shot in the last eighteen 

months.  Although the Mudumu pride (3 adult females and four small cubs) stay mostly within the 

boundaries of the park, one of the Nkasa Rupara prides, and possibly sub-adults that have dispersed from 
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the Mudumu Pride, or have come in from Botswana, regularly come into conflict with the villages in the 

Balyerwa, Dzoti and Wuparo Conservancies. The area used by the pride has increasingly been settled. 

There are many cattle, most of which are not herded by day, nor kraaled in adequately lion-proof kraals at 

night, and as the numbers of lions increase so has the conflict.  

Over one hundred cattle were killed by lions during 2013, which resulted in the destruction of nine lions, 

and a further three already in 2014. Most of the cattle depredation could have been avoided by herding 

the cows, and it is essential to keep cattle in lion-proof kraals at night in lion country. Traditional herding 

and husbandry methods have been lost leaving cattle vulnerable to predation. 

Panthera is one of our conservation partners, and together we initiated human-lion conflict mitigation 

program in 2013. Phase 1 is to provide materials and assistance to farmers most affected by lion attacks to 

improve their kraal structures. Lion-proof kraals, providing protection for five farmer’s cattle, were 

constructed between October and mid- December before heavy rains brought activities to a grinding halt. 

Up to twenty five kraals in the Mudumu South Complex were affected by marauding lions during 2013.  

Kraal improvement will resume once the heavy rains have subsided. Panthera will continue to support this 

with a grant from Zoos Victoria, and Integrated Rural Development and Nature Conservation (IRDNC) will 

provide matching funding in 2014.  IRDNC have been integral to the community based natural resource 

management process in Namibia and have been involved in community development and conservation in 

the Zambezi Region for over two decades. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

Developing a lion livestock conflict mitigation project in the Mudumu South Complex with project partners including 

the affected community. 

Panthera also funded a vehicle that is used to transport kraal building materials, and hopefully in 2014 to 

transport Community Game Guards and MET staff to locations to try and avoid further human-lion conflict 

In collaboration with all partners we will provide training to farmers and Community Game Guards on 

building strong kraals, monitoring lion activity outside the protected areas, and investigate ways to deter 
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lions from these areas.  The aim is ultimately to empower the community to be proactive in preventing 

human-lion conflict. 

Poison workshop 

A worrying trend in southern Africa is the increase in poisoning of elephant carcasses by poachers, which in 

the Kavango Zambezi Trans-frontier Conservation Area  resulted in the death of hundreds (possibly 

thousands) of vultures in 2013.  Non-target species that are also at risk include spotted hyaenas, jackals, 

lions, leopards and endangered birds such as ground hornbills.  A steering committee, convened by Mark 

Paxton, met at Shamvura Camp in December 2013 to plan a series of responses.  A number of topics 

discussed included conducting a white-backed vulture survey in the KAZA TFCA and holding a workshop to 

bring all players in the world of poisons and pesticides together. The workshop will define poison issues 

ranging from classification to distribution and uses of controlled poisons and pesticides.  Mark Paxton is 

hard at work raising funds for this very important process. 

KAZA Wild dog workshop 

In November 2013 I attended a Wild Dog 

Conservation Strategy Workshop in 

Kasane, Botswana.  This workshop was to 

develop a Strategic Action Plan for wild 

dogs in the five countries that make up the 

Kavango-Zambezi Trans frontier 

Conservation Area.  The KAZA TFCA is 

home to a quarter of the world’s remaining 

wild dogs and is a key area for their 

conservation. The workshop was funded by 

WWF in Namibia and the Namibian 

Ministry of Environment and Tourism. 

Large carnivore mortality in the Zambezi Region 

Aside from persecution related mortality, which is mostly directed 

at lions, road traffic, snaring and elephant poaching continue to be 

a serious conservation threat to large carnivores and other wildlife.  

Evidence of snaring has only recently been identified with one wild 

dog found dead with a snare around its neck, observation of a three 

legged hyaena, and a hyaena with the copper wire snare around its 

neck photographed near the Zambian border.  Although some 

snaring is known to take place in the Zambezi Region, this has vastly 

decreased with incentives from the conservancy system as well as 

the rigorous patrolling by Ministry of Environment officials and 

Community Game Guards. However, it is thought that snaring is 

rampant both in and around protected areas across the border in 
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Zambia.  Trucks travelling at high speed along the tar road that bisects Bwabwata National Park continue to 

be a major contributor to road accident mortality for spotted hyaenas and wild dogs.  Six wild dog puppies 

were killed by vehicles, which was probably not helped by the Susuwe Pack denning only 500 metres from 

the tar road. However, wild dog road mortality has decreased over the past two years, possibly due to MET 

having placed warning signs at road kill hotspots. Ideally some measures to slow down the trucks, 

especially in certain main thoroughfare areas is needed. 

Conservation partners and supporters 

I am most grateful for the support, assistance, guidance and enthusiasm received from our many 

conservation partners.  These include the following: 

Ministry of Environment and Tourism, Conservancies of the Mudumu Complexes,  DierenPark Amersfoort 

Wildlife Fund, Go Green Fund, Integrated Rural Development and Nature Conservation, Namibian 

Environment and Wildlife Society, Namibia Nature Foundation, Panthera, Predator Conservation Trust 

(UK),  Prince Bernhard Nature Fund, Tosco Trust, Mashi and Sangwali Traditional Authorities,  Wilderness 

Wildlife Trust, Worldwide Fund for Nature in Namibia. 

A heartfelt thank you to the many individuals for their valuable contributions in so many ways. 

Conservation in the Zambezi Region is truly the product of successful partnerships. 
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